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Gamma Alpha Chi Installs First President

Number 113

SJS Golf Squad
Dominates N C I
Led by Howard Verutti who shot a blazing three under par opening round of 68, San Jose State qualified five out of seven entries in
the quarter finals of the Northern California Intercollegiate golf tournament to be held today on the Pasatiempo course.
The Spartans, who captured the team championship Wednesday for the second straight year,

Soap Box Jockeys
Scheduled for Mad
Dash Around College

thus placed five out of the eight
who made the quarter-final round.
Warren MacCarty, Eli Bariteau,
Bill Ogden and Ross Smith made
the grade in addition to Verutti,
while only Jay Hopkins and Joe
Zakarian were eliminated.

Verutti was forced to shoot
some of the heat golf of his life
Lambda Chi Alpha has announcto defeat Buddy Taylor, the toured that 15 on -campus organizanament’s favorite from College of
tions have entered their first anPacific, one up. He then met annual Soap Box derby.
other C.O.P. shot maker, Fred
The race, a mad dash around Solonon, and again shaded his opthe block bordered by San Anton- ponent one up. The match ended
io. San Carlos, Seventh and Eighth in a dead heat, but Wrath emergstreets, will be run and -or pushed ed victorious after a sudden death
April 29, said Gale Newton, pub- one-hole playoff.

licity chairman.
MacCarty also shot great golf as
The 15 organizations with the he carded two rounds of 69, elim-

Members of the Epsilon chapter of the Gamma Alpha Chi,
national professional advertising
fraternity for women, are seen
installing their first preiddent,
Merna Maddux, at their installs-

Hon Tuesday evening in the Ho-

tel DeAnsa.
Seen left to right are Jayne
Burns, vice-president; Mrs. Anmimae Winship, installation officer from the University of

La Torre Out In June;
’Few Left’ Says Moon

Oregon; Mersa Madiiiix, president; Mr. Carl Hoffmann, adviser, sad Pat Cribari, corresponding secretary.
Photo hy Hasse

Elizabeth Loeffler,
Matt Pelto To Have
the Leads In Next Play

La Torre, 1949 version, will be on campus for distribution
first week in June, according to co-editor Bob Moon.
"The last of the La Torres will go to the printers and engravers
by next week," said Moon. "Only 2000 copies are being printed and
this means only one of every three persons on campus will be able
_ ._
---- - ,- - car.
to purchase

Nliss Elizabeth Loeffler heads a
I cast of 11 with the title role in

1 "Margaret Fleming," D i r e c t o r
j John R. Kerr announced recently.
Matt Pelto plays opposite Miss
1Looffler as Philip Fleming, her
!husband. Pelto, a junior transfer

frustrated track stars and erstwhile jockeys, include Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Delta Theta Omega,
Delhi Sigma Gamma, Delta Upsilon, Theta Mu Sigma, Kappa Alpha, Theta Chi, Kappa Sigma
Kappa, Alpha Omega Phi, (’hi
Omega, Sojourners Club, Silver
Saber, Alpha Eta Rho, and Delta

inating Russ Sheppard of (’.0.P.
and Dick .McElyea from Stanford
six and four and six and five respectively.
Ogden %hipped Bob Hanne, California, three and two, and Bud
King. San Francisco City College,
three and one, while Bariteau, top
Spartan player in previous play

Zeta.
More organizations pre expected
to enter before the final week of
the Derby, said Mel Hulse, derby
chairman. The rumor that one organization is perfecting a hydromatic broom stick for effortless
propulsion is absolutely without
basis, he said.
Organizations are asked to build
their racer along the lines of the
pushmobile that will be displayed
on campus Monday, Newton said.
Variations are encouraged however, and a prize will be. awarded
to the most original design.

this year, knocked Packard liarrington, St. Mary’s, and Stanford’s
Bob Crozin out of the running,
four and two, and one up.

"Thcro are only several hundred
of the 2000 left, and every copy is 1 1Y’

expected to be sold by the time
the hook is back from the printers

in June. Therefore, only those who.
have bought a copy in advance will
Moon claims that this issue will
contain more copy than ever before, plus more, larger, and better
pictures. To support this claim.
Moon Stated that 15 pages of the
Lite section will contain nothing
but pictures of campus life and
activities, which will attempt to
present as broad a cross-section of
campus life as possible.
So many outstanding pictures of
athletic ,events, rooting section.,
etc.. have been collected, that part
of the life section has been devoted to these pictures, according
to Moon. The sports section itself
contains 33 pages, and features
some of the outstanding sports
pictures taken on the Pacific coast
this year.

Women Take To Turf
"One’s! Two’s! Three’s!"
The commands boomed out over
the San Carlos turf, and 35
straight, white-clad figures snapped to attention.
"Fore! Keep those eyes on the

ball. Heads down!"
And in the distance, other commands were heard, while the cool
"breeze gave some relief to those
training in the hot sun.
ROTC drills?

No! The girls in Miss Mary Boo ton’s baseball class, and the novice

golfers in Miss Eleanor Coombe’s

Other trophies will be given to
1 from University of Washington.
Spring Retreat 1, plays his fifth role in as many the first, second and third place
winners. The first and third place
1 productions this year.
will
be given perpetual trophies
Wil
I Take Place
Opens May 5
upon winning two derbies.
of
the!
production
The
fifth
In _Camp Campbell Speech and Drama department, A queen will he selected to reign

The Student Y spring retreat
will be held April 23-24. according
to Paula Phillips, chairman of the
World Relatedness commission.
The retreat, she said, will be held
at Camp Cainpbell in the Santa
Cruz mountains from 11 a.m. Saturday to noon Sunday.

-Margaret Fleming", a poignant over the event and present the tro-

love story by James Herne, will be phies to the winners. Judges for
presented May 5-9 in the Little the pushmobiles will he announced
later. The Lambda Chis will select
Theater.
the First Lady.

"eta" Young, veteran stage
performer, known to countiees11.1ttie Theater goers for his versatile
roles, portrays Dr. Larkin, family
Chief speakers at the retreat friend and physician.
will be Mr. Del Eberhardt of SanShirley Wilbur plays Maria
ta Cruz and Mrs .Florence Bryant
BindUey, house maid of the Flemof the SJSC English department.
ings. Stanley Schwimmer, an EngEberhardt worked with the
lish
major, is cast in the role of
Friends Service commission in
Joe Fletcher, traveling salesman
Hungary. Mrs. Bryant is adviser
of corn pads and patented mediof the Social Responsibility comcines.
mission of the Student Y.
Mrs. Burton will be Evelyn McCommittee members in addition Curdy, recently seen in "Right
to Miss Phillips’ include: Carol You Are." Don Pearlman will be
Zumwalt, food; Jeannine Churchill seen as Mr. Foster. Russell Sciand Harold Ely, recreation; John meca, a virtual newcomer to the
Jacobson, transportation; Marga- Little Theater, plays youthful Bobret Weaver, Laverta Raley, Dor- by, the office boy.
othy Alexander, Phyllis Rolfes,
Other supporting roles are Peter
general preparations.
Hayden as Williams, Betsy Smith
All interested in the spring re- as Jane, and playing for the first
treat should sign up now in the time in a San Jose State college
Student Y lounge, 220 S. Seventh production, Lorraine Davidson as
Hannah.
street.
1890 Setting

The settings designed by J.
Wendell Johnson and constructed
by Jim Lioi will characterize the
Men and women students inter- 1890’s.
ested in department store work
The costumes, original designs
will be interviewed on campus by
Miss June Snyder, personnel man- by Mr. Cher Haehl, will be made
ager for the Emporium, San Fran- by the costume construction class
under the supervision of Mr.
cisco. at 10 em. Tuesday.

Store Interviews

Students may register with Miss
class yesterday afternoon, were Lillian Lynum in the Commerce
making the crossing of the San office, room 137A, for an appointCarlos hockey field particularly ment, according to Dr. Earl W.
hazardous for amused observers. Atkinson, head of the department.

Ninth was extended all the way,
but like ’VerutH came through to
win both his matches one up with
excellent rounds of 72 and 70, the
latter one under par. Jay M’allace of Stanford, and California’s
Don Zchwol were Smith’s victims.
In winning the team title Wednesday. San Jose’s total was 288,
followed by Stanford with 292, St.
Mary’s 304, and California’s 306.
Medal honors went to the Indians’
Bob Crozier who carded a three
A 36 -hole final
under par 68.
match will be played tomorrow,
and the winner is to meet the
champion of the Northern California Junior tournament Sunday.
Quarter final pairings:
Or-den (S4) -vs. McCarty
htorW.)1.5(
(S.1) vs. Nelson (SM).
Smith (SJ) vs. 17nthands (AC).
Barites!’ 04) vs. Heiberg (5).

Dr. Reitzel Speaks Jim Caputo Wins
At Oregon Confab Speech Contest;
"The MA Degree as Related to
Art," will be the subject of a Is Oakland Bound

speech by Dr. Marques Reitzel,
Jim Caputo, vice-president of
Art department head, before a Alpha Delta Sigma, national ad meeting of the Western Collegiate
Art association at the University
of Oregon, April 22 fnd 23.
The association, whose members
are art instructors in Pacific coast
colleges and universities, will
study possibilities of establishing
uniform curriculum and standards
for art majors wishing to obtain
an MA degree in member schools.

S.

vertising fraternity’, won the San
Jose Advertising club speech contest held yesterday. The topic was
"Building Ft Greater West Through
Better Advertising."
Caputo will travel to Oakland.
May 3, in semi-final competition
against speakers of the Oakland
and San Francisco advertising
clubs.

Tempus Fugit

sTATE NORMAL COLLEGE AT SAN JOSF 35 veers ago.
were horn, the "Noomal
- --A good 12 years before most of
Tintes" divided its space in the Easter issue between Helen Keller and a graduating class of 2h voting ladies and three gentlemen.
Of the 28 graduating seniors. "Ye Good Old Times" sadly
reported, only 13 were members of Miss Hassler’s original class;
printed Henn’ Meade
The official student hotly publicat
Bland’s poeni, "Divine Rhythm," which he dedicated to the
graduates. The poem was flanked by the senior pictures.
Hs.

Hach!. They will depict the middle
Gay Nineties, following the GibWrote scribe Thad. Stevens of Helen Keller: "W I’ have hisson Girls era.
to the eloquent words of great men . . . yet it remained
tentd
Ivan Van Per-re is stage man-

ager and Costume manager is Hal for this deaf, blind and once dumb girl to find a %vac into the
hearts of those will heard her speak."

Upson.

.

Editmia and Feature Page
’We Wuz Robbed’
San Jose State college can rightfully be proud of the fine showing the boxing team made in the NCAA tournamentproud of
Wayne Fontes who won the 155-16. championship and the rest of the
squad who scored 17 points to put the college in third place.
This great showing reflects credit upon the technical abilities
of the coaching staff in turning out highly skilled boxers in perfect
physical condition.

Hate and mistrust are the chit-,
.dren of ;blindness. ---W. Watson.
We can scarcely hate
that we know.- Hazlitt.

at the

ESQUIRE
SPECIAL STUDENT RATES
Featuring Spidel Watch Bands
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32 W. SAN FERNANDO
Phone Columbia 437-R
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There is a welcome
awaiting you
0

The Proper Spirit
Asked to predict the success of
this year’s drive, he said, "I would
like to make it perfectly clear that
success in this drive is not measured merely in the amount of
funds collected.
"If Spartans are well-informed
about the conditions of students
abroad, each one will give as much
as he can in the proper spirit. It
is the intangibles that are important ma campaign of this sort "

SUNDAY MORNING
WORSHIP SERVICE - II a.m.
SUNDAY COLLEGE CLUB 9:45 a.m.
C.Y.F. 7:00 p.m.

First Christian
Church

s

YOUNG PEOPLES GROUPS FOR
COLLEGE AND MAtkItIED COUPLES6
6:15 P.M.

Grace Baptist
Church

Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Youth Hour 6.30 p.m.
Christ’s Ambassadors
Evangelistic Service 7:30 p.m.
RIC1--ARD R. S. RUFF, Minister

Save 4c Per Gal.
the

$AAVON
SERVICE STATION

g
4:1

9:30 a.m. College Age Sunday School
.;.
11:00 a.m. Morning Service
5:30 p.m. College Dinner
6:30 p.m. Baptist Youth Fellowship
7:30 p.m. Evening Service

Corner Willow and Kotenberg

4th and William St.

8

g;
Second and San Antonio
Under the Neon sign "JESUS SAVES"Q
FRIENDSHIP-FELLOWSHIP o
SUNDAY SERVICES
Bible School - 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship - 11:00 a.m. 8
Evening Service - 7:30 p.m.

(ASSEMBLY OF GOD)

and you

0

Cs

Calvary Temple

SERVICE

First Baptist
Church

g

Clarence W. Franz, Minister
80 S. Sib St.

You Get

at

N. C. Cockshaw

Son of Dean Paul Pitmans
Marsh Pitman pictured above, Is ’
the San Jose State college campus chairman for the World Student Service Fund.

Studies People
"I am majoring in biological science because I think it is important to know as much as possible
about the things with which we
must live. Since we must live more
intimately with people than with
anything else, I feel that people
.e.,/,’"..P.P.,40001301:10000001 are my major study," he commented.

.1:1"stdr..e

ally;)11;

Watch Repair

championship.
One thing is certainsitting around Washington Square and
crying over milk spilled in Wisconsin and Michigan wil aid immeasurably in hurting the respect Spartan boxers have earned from San
Jose boxing fans with their great season -long victories.

By Sadler

Here lies Joe,
Who .didn’t know,
You, couldn’t go,
Up a one-way street,
If he only had read,
He’d be here instead
Of having his bed
In an oblong suite.
Dun Titcomb.

By JEWEL SCHNEIDER
of the WSSF committee
"We
that
in
these excellent performances
It is "regretteble, however,
like to think of the World Student
the ring must be overshadowed by individual cries of, to use ring Service Fund as one expression of
parlance, "We wuz robbed!"
the brotherhood of man," said
Such a sour grape; attitude can do more harm to college pres- Marsh Pitman, WSSF ohairman,
tige than if the squad had lost every bout it had entered. It is one in a recent interview explaining
the functions and purpose of the
thing to lose, it is another thing to lose graciously.
he heads.
The Spartan Daily sports staff can testify that the members of organization
Nothing Side-Tracked
the boxing squad are not in the habit of seeking alibis for defeats
"We know that the money and
they have incurred.
supplies get where they are going
It is always one or two individuals who find excuses for the rest because the World Student Relief
of the team, thus putting the entire squad in the light of poor sports- in Geneva sends a .representative
to travel with the materials to
manship.
see that they are distributed to
Those connected with boxing would do well to emulate last year’s the proper persons. Nohing gets
championship basketball team, Victims of poor officiating on several sidetracked."
Asked how he happened to beoccasions, the squad protested only when they had won the game.
A loser is on poor ground to criticite: a winner is on sure foot- come intereated in the work of
the World Student Service Fund,
ing and is more likely to be heard.
the 210ear-o1d biological science
Perhaps there was -poor judgment used in disputed decisions, but majoe’answetted that he has alit is of little avail to protest at this late date. Surely the NCAA was ways been interested in people and
not in a gi9antic conspiracy to "rob" San Jose State of the team their problems.

STAN’S SLANTS

Dead Right

Marsh Pitman

State WSSF
Drive Ready
And Waiting

Tenth and San Fernando

.:),,G.o.cbanoottril:t3:1.001);r03:E03:1323:8111:003:E03:13=03:13:8:13:0:10:k3=tioZ.Os.
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"Ahum! Ahmay I have this dance?"

TO CUT THE

ripua and Paltry
Security.... Ha!
Dear Thrust and Parry and Len
Kreidt:
May I say that we ?re not all
looking for security first? Were
that the case we could all go to
prilon. There is plenty of security
there, or in Russia, for that matter, if you don’t mind what Uncle
Joe comm:,nds.
This country was not founded
or built on the idea of security,
Mr. Kreidt, it was built on the
idea of individual liberty. itnd the
price of that libery is not security, Mr. Kreidt. it is "eternal vigilance."
It is only recently that the boys
back in Washington have been
putting our security first. And every time they create another regulatory board or bureau, Mr.
Kreidt, they take away a little
more of your freedom and mine.

.

BUDGET
- - IT’S A BRAND NEW

you had hest speak for
per
yourself and not for the rest of us.
F. C. Nofziger.
:
’
j
I

te%
$40
5
wally

Woke

fisk

Shame, shame on you two gentiemen. Qi"
ithhling over a mere
$430 going to rent a private plane
to take ouresteemed student body
officers to Sun Valley.
You must realize, gentlemen,
that some of our elected officers
are getting along in Yeats, and
that a trip of that length in a
w old bus or train would just
be too hard on them.
Of course the fact that $450 is
left in the coffers doesn’t necessarily call for squandering the money. There is a chapel fund, you
know.
Rebukingly,
AS8 5053.

To love but ;little is in love
And if you like that. Mr. Veldt, an infallible means -a being ; bethat Is your Oh*. but i think lovedLa Rochefoucould.

Our Parts Are Potted
Our Flowers Are Fresh
and

tem

54

SERVE - YOUR - SELF

Price Is Down

and

SAVE - MONEY
EASTER

SPECIALS!
Easter Lilies

$1.95

up

LAIC)
Orchids

;2.49 up

Yew campus representative:
Milt Richards

It’s the

FLOWER MARKET
at
San Augustine and Santa Teresa Streets

2 Blocks Back of
HOTEL OE ANZA

SPARTAN DAILY
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Round .ae Square

Six Campus Romances Climax
With Spring Wedding Rites
HEAP-DUGAN

In an impressive nuptial ceremony at
church, Mrs. Aimee Heap became the bride
The Revs. Mark Rifenbark and Howard
the mid-afternoon service Which was followed
Hptel SAW. Claire’s Empire room.

the Trinity Episcopal
of Leland Dugan.
Sohoken officiated at
by a reception in the

Miss Leone Arbios preceded her
college. She is the daughter of
cousin as honor attendant.
Mrs. Wilma Hines of San Jose.
Biidesmaids were. Mies Angela
Her husband is a captain for a
Pane Ili, Mrs. Vernon Steele, Mrs. steamship company. His home is in
Reid Nielsen and Mrs. Richard Porterville.
Russell.
The bride, escorted to the altar
by her father, wore white satin
styled with a fitted bodice, hipline
drapery and a bustle accenting the
full skirt which ended in a train.
A satin crown held the bride’s fingertip veil and she wore a platinum pendant which had been worn
by her mother at her wedding, and
a watch, gift of the bridegroom.
Sage Morris stood with the
bridegroom as best man. Guests
were ushered to their seats by Joseph Hornbaker, Richard Mansfield, Keith Medeiros and Tyson
Cowan.
The couple’s honeymoon destination was Strawberry lodge in the
Sierras. For traveling, the bride
chose a rose pink knit suit with
black and pink accessories. Mr.
and Mrs. Dugan are now making
their home in San Jose.
Mrs. Dugan, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Jean Bourdet of San Jose
is affiliated with Alpha Omicron
Pi on the San Jose State college
campus.
The benedict holds membership
in Theta Chi and Tau Delta Phi
fraternities at San Jose State college. He is the Son of Mr. and Mrs.
George Dugan of Oakland.
*

BODWELL-RYSER
In a recent double ring ceremony Miss Patricia C. Bodwell
was married to Carl L. Ryser, Jr.,
in the Grace Baptist church of
San Jose.
The new Mrs. Ryser is a junior
at San Jose State college and is
affiliated with Alpha (711i Omega
sorority. She is a former president
of the Spartan Spears. Her parents are Mr. and Mrs. Robert C.
-Bodwell of San. Jo6e.
The benediet is a graduate of
Morgan Hill schools and served
three years with the Navy.

PFAFFENBERGER-JOBS
Miss Eleanor Louise Pfaffenberger.
became the bride of Fred
Jobs in a March double ring candlelight ceremony at the Antioch
Congregational chtirch.

3

Theta Chi Marks Founders’
Kappa Alpha Order Day with Peninsula Dinner
Elects Petting ill

Robin Pettingill, sophomore accounting major from San Jose,
was elected president of Kappa Alpha fraternity Monday night. Pet tine! succeeds Bob Johnson.
Other officers include Don El.
hot, pledge-master; Arthur Butler, secretary; Richard Biersch.
corresponding secretary; Bill
Gwinn, scholarship chairman; Jerry Owens, social chairman; Paul
Davis, publicity chairman.

Theta Chi. -social fraternity, held , incorporated November 22, MK
a formal tinnier at a peninsula and since that time has grown to
restaurant Sunday e’vening to 181 active chapters. Gamma Xi
formerly Beta Chi Sigma,
.ommernorate the founding of the
fraternity. aceorffing 10 i lloc5.a.:94f18.sternity,
local
was installed May
at tonal
.,,..
Bern Bernadini, s o ci a I affairs l
chairman.
I "Ditz" Webster, president, and
.
135 members attended the dinner
Theta Chi fraternity WP. S found- I with Dr. Brant Clark, Rom’ Pissed April 10, 1856, at Norwich uni- ! no, and Dr. James Jacobs as sponversity, Vermont. It was formally sors.
4

Beverly Ricketts
To Lead A Chi O’s
Alpha Chi Omega sorority, at a
recent Meeting, elected Beverly
Ricketts, junior interior decoration
major from Westwood, as its new
president.

And
Easter
Go
Together

Pat Ryser was electedfirst vicepresident; Joanne Upton, second
vice-president; Dennise Bushnell,
recording secretary; Esther Guerra, corresponding secretary, and
Betty Lou Jones, treesurer.

Other officers elected include
The cererriony was performed by Marty Roberts, warden; Carol Rethe Rev. Slanley Mtirple.
seeker, chaplain; Joan Broadhead,
The bride was escorted to the AWS representative; Coralie Hill,
altar by her father, Ferris Pfaf- senior Panhellenic representative;
fenberger. She wore a white satin Barbara Grischey, historian; Cora gown fashioned with a long train. lie Hill, rush chairman; Eve Hanson, soeial chairman; Pat Kelley,
The former Miss Pfaffenberger
scholarship chairman; Gerrie Looran
with
carried a white gible
pes, publicity chairman; Lavonne
chid, hyacinth betiquet. Her veil
Peter,
program chairman, an&
of French illusion fell from a JulBarbara Meeker, actiities chairiet cap encircled with orange blosman.
soms.
Miss Doris Alexander of Antioch
was the bride’s maid of honor and
only attendant.

In

Say "Happy Easter" with Flowers

CHAS. C. NAVLET CO.
Since l8Q5

Flowers of Distinction
20 E. San Fernando

Mildred Ilines and Tracy J.
Maudlin were married late last
month at a formal ceremony in
the Calvary Methodist church.
Mrs. Maudlin attended San Jose
high school and San Jose State

Handy
with Your Hands?
Like to build things? You can
substantially lower the dcw.n-pay
merit on your home by working on
it yourself as it is being built.
Well eien arranoe your 01 or
F.H.A. loan end get you the best
builders contract available.

KATHLEEN KAY
501 South Fourteen
San Jos. Col. 1031154

ONE OF THE BAY AREAS
FINEST
ART DEPARTMENTS

and
PHONE

1040 The Alerneda

BALLARD 126

Jack Kelly stood as best man
with the bridegroom.
The young couple will make
their home in San Jose. Both are
attending San Jose State college.
Mrs. Jobs is a freshman social service major, and Jobs is a junior
preparing to enter the ministry.
’
CARTER-BARRET:
The -wedding of Miss Eileen
Frances Carter and Robert James
Barret took place in Stanford Memorial chapel March 27. The
young couple are both attending
college here.
Miss Carter is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Carter of
Fairhaven, Mass. She is a member
of the Psychology club and the
Spartan Spinners. She was a social science major and attended
Boston university before she enrolled here.
Barret is the son of Mrs. Alberta Baumberger of Palo .Alto.
He is a graduate of Palo Alto high
school. Ilis major was social service.

4441
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On the-lend . . . on the
water, ..lantzen is your favorite swim wear. Jens Garret-

*

HINES-MAUDLIN

San Jose
Miles
Away

or

son of Delta Zeta models a
two-piece bright red swim
suit with white eyelet edging. Sizes 9-17.

CARLSON-OLSEN
Two former San Jose State college students were wed recently
when Miss Vivienne Carlson became Mrs. Ralph Edward Olsen,
Jr. The marriage took place in the
Saratoga Federated church.
The bride is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs Martin Carlson and attended San Jose High school and
the local college. Olsen, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Ralph Edward Olson, Sr.,
also attended San Jose High
school and San Jose State college.

$12.95
Hir s SC.

Barmei-tler Places
New DU Officers
Delta Upsilon fraternity installed 11 new officers recently at its
house on South Eighth street. Bob
Barmettler, outgoing president,
was the installing officer.
New president of the group is
Dave Heagerty. Vice-president is
Ross Fuller; recording secretary,
Julius Rocco; corresponding secretary, Don Brainard; treasurer, Jim
Hearon; critic, Marsh Pitman;
sergeant-at-arrns, Dick Murphy.

TYPEWRITERS
For Rent
SPECIAL STUDENT RATES
POPKIN
OFFICE EQUIPMENT COMPANY
46111 W. Santa Clara
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Faculty Uses Greensheets
T. Jurevich
As Cheating Problem Aid New Socail
4

Beginning this quarter many instructors will issue greensheets
to their classes, according to Ern A. Robinson, chairman of the
Fairness committee.
Before the committee can begin to eliminate cheating and unfair
practice- the student must have every opportunity to learn the requirements of the course, Robin-

Transfers to Cal
Must Take Exam

San Jose State college students
wishing to enter the College of
Engineering at University of California, either at Berkeley or Los
Angeles, must take an entrance
y exam, it was announced recently
by the Business Education office.
The exam will be Saturday, May
Tilly Jurevich, junior P.E. major 7, in room 7 for San Jose stufrom Cupertino, was elected sec- dents.
retary of the Social Affairs committee on Tuesday at the first
meeting of this quarter.
The meeting was held in the
Student Union with Betty Brisbin,
chairman, presiding.

Affairs Sec

Swim Show Cast
Rehearses Tonife
The entire cast of the swim
show, "Water Carousel," will rehearse in the pool tonight, according to Miss Mary Hooton, director
of the show. Girls in the cast are
asked to be prompt. The dress rehearsal will be held
Tuesday night, and the show will
open Thursday night for a three.
night run in the Men’s gym pool.

SWIM TRUNKS

son said. Faculty members have
followed the suggestion of the
committee in many courses and
issued complete calendars of requirements, including examination
Plans for the Spann liras dance
Boxer Style by Pebble Beach
Many opportunities still exist schedules.
were discussed. The following
in
throughout California for civil encommittee chairmen were appointFaculty Called Unfair
gineering graduates to enter state
$2.95
White or Tan Twill
ed: patrons, Dorothy Littig; decoemployment, according to the re"The charge that the faculty rations, Pat Gardiner, and procruitment section of the State is unfair seems to stern from a gram, Dale Searight.
Personnel board, the Placement belief current a mon g students
This week the group is considoffice announced recently.
that they are not sufficiently inering
a band for the dance. The!
formed
of
obligations
in
courses
COLUMBIA 9575-14
Junior civil engineers’ salaries
22 W. SAN ANTONIO ST.
band name will probably be an-:
start at $310 monthly, it was taken," asserted the committee
flounced
meeting.
week’s
at
next
pointed out. No experience is re- report.
quired at those individuals pre"The Spardl Gras dance will be t--"Such a belief, however unjustisenting a degree in civil engineer- fied, is itself damaging to student our main objective for spring quareft,
ing from a recognized school. Col- morale and should, in the judge- ter, and we want to make it the
lege seniors in their final semester ment of the committee, be elimi- best dance of the year," Miss Brix- ,
ti
are eligible to compete in the cur- nated if possible. One means com- bin said.
g
rently scheduled examinations. - monly used is the statement of
Flower Shop
Anyone interested in becoming ,
Suecenstul applicants will be obligations in writing."
.
a member of the committee is ask- 1
FLOWERS Es,’ WIRE F.T.D.
employed in any one of several
In order to distinguish the an- ed to attend next week’s meeting
state agencies concerned with Calnouncements of course require- in the Student Union. "New memfor Easter, weddings,
ifornia’s construction and highway’
ments, class calendars and similar bers and new ideas are always
program.
notices from notes and other ma- welcome," Miss Brisbin said.
funerals, and an ocApplications will be accepted terial, the committee has recomcassions.
through April 23, 1949, for the mended the use of green paper.
civil service examination to he
"The term ’greensheet’ for the
conducted May 14. Further inoutline naturally followed," said
formation may be obtained in the’
Robinson.
college Placement office.
Each instructor will not be able
Dr. Ralph J. Smith, engineering
to follow the proposed plan beOwner - Manager
cause of course changes and new department head, and Prof. S.
Brooks Walton, associate profescourses added, he emphasized.
Phone Columbia 803 or 804
sor of engineering, will represent
Sheets Are Inclusive’
1 San Jose State college in San Luis
Items to be considered in pre- Obispo Saturday at a- meeting to
Students on second probation paring the statement, the com- coordinate engineering department
who have not seen a counselor mittee chairman said, may in- programs throughout the st a t e
this quarter should do so during clude: number and title of course; colleges.
the next week, according to a name of instructor; time and place
Personnel of f ice announcement of meeting, including field trips;
made yesterday.
required boo k s and equipment;
amount and nature of the work
expected of the student, including
Open 24 hours.
Members of the San Jose State
term papers; end a calendar of
Rates for parties and clubs.
Police school pistol team will hold
assignments.
a meet with the Petaluma Police
35 SO, 4TH NEAR SANTA CLARA ST.
He added that the purpose and department t e a m at Petaluma
standards of the course should be April 24, according to Willard E.
included when possible.
Schmidt, head of the Police
Copies of greensheets will be school.
kept on file in the library. StuIn the last meeting between the
Hawaiian sport shirts styled and made in Hawaii $4.95 and $6.5C.
dents will have an opportunity to teams, San Jose lost to the PetaGabardine and sharkskin suits $55.00
.study the content of courses be- luma officers by a slight margin,
fore enrolling, Robinson said.
r epor t ed Peter M. Kristovitch,
88 SOUTH SECOND STREET
associate professor of police.

State Employment
Posts Available

-

Otto Galbraith Menswear
.

eahtricto

Engineering Heads
Meet at Cal Poly

Second Pro Students
Should See Adviser

TI

Santa Clara at 10th
- JOHN BAKMAS

tt,

BUSINESS DIRECTORY

Police Pistol Team
To Meet Petaluma

Fl

’E

ANGEL FOOD DONUT SHOP

The

’HARTFORD
PAYS
41.
fAmpi40#7
IF TN NAVE AN ACCIIENT
DOCTORS’ AHD HOSPITAL IRIS
LIDO SUM 1104E1I15 POI LO%
Of Lit 90HT OR UMIS
WEEKLY Ifft0s4 %HEMS
%PLACE LOST EARNINGS

TO

INCIDENT INSURANCE
ht sisr riseeiiiests

ROBERT
FELDSMITH
BALLARD 906

ART MARTINEZ MEN’S WEAR

Ski Reservations
Open for Badger

"The college police pistol team
will be at a slight disadvantage
since one of the regular members
will be unable to attend. We
The Ski club has reservations have been practicing this week to
select a member to complete the
at Yosemite for Easter weekend
five-man squad," he announced.
and the following weekend,’ acAn invitation from Captain Del
cording to Dave Brown, Ski club
Cole, head of the Petaluma police
president. Any members wishing
team, to a dinner after the meet
reservations should contact Brown. has been accepted by the S.J.S.
team. The meet will be held on
BUY SAVINGS BONDS
the Petaluma Police department
pistol range.
When you think
Those who definitely will attend
of drugstore, j
the meet_are: Jim McDonald, Rudolph Valenti, James Oliver, Donthink of Joe Collo, z-Spairten.
ald Larson, and Mr. Kristovitch,
EASTSIDE PHARMACY
faculty adviser.
Iffli and Santa Clare St..
Fre. Delivery
Ward 234

1

HAWAII and everywhere
by steamer, by plane, by bus.
Regular rates that’s all you pay.

JERRY DAVIS TRAVEL SERVICE
78 W. SAN CARLOS (Si.. Claire Bldg.)

1

COLUMBIA 9640

STATE TAILORS AND CLEANERS
Quality

Cleaning

Altering

Relining

One-Day Cleaning Service
COLUMSIA 1793

53 W. SAN FERNANDO

WE WILL DELIVER YOUR DINNER

CHICKERY-CHICK

Free Defiviery
’til 9 p.m., 10 p.m. Set.
_MOOG. Sao, Clara

R/011, FrenchChicFries
k53.1

Call Col. 8734

Cliae.d Moniey

Want To Be Shot?
Check Schedule
The schedule for immunizations
to be given by the Health department is as follows, Mrs. Margaret
Twombly, head of the department,
announced yesterday.
April 19, Schick test for immunity to diphtheria.
April 22, first diphtheria immunization.
April 26, first tetanus immunization.
April 29, first typhoid para-typhoid immunization.
May 6, second typhoid para-typhoid immunization.
May 13, third typhoid pars -typhoid
immunization
May 17, second tetanus immunization.
May 20, second diphtheria immunization.
June 7, third tetanus immunization.
June 17, third diphtheria immuni-

zation.

BEAUTY

1\

BOX

Hair Shaping - Hair Tinting
and Permanent Waving
CORNER THIRD I SAN ANTONIO

ST.

BRACKETTS--STATIONERS & PRINTERS
Office and school supplies.
Standard and porteble typewriters.
60 SOUTH SECOND STREET

HOUSE OF FLOWERS
Floral arrangements for all occasions
Students receive special rates on all corsages
234 SOUTH SECOND STREET

LA VERNE SHOP
Featuring cottons just for spring.
278 SOUTH FIRST STREET
.onmin
mm

LION SHOE STORE
Women’s white buck sport shoes 3.95
Fine new shoes for men, boys, children and infants
480 E. SANTA CLARA

THE PEN MAN
All makes of Fountain pens Repaired
Largest finest stock of writing instruments in San Jose
Is EAST SAN FERNANDO

TROPICAL ART SHOP
An amazing range of styles and values that make history
in costume jewelry.
10 E SAN FERNANDO

--11111,11

rat

0- - - Placeci to

Place4 to
Don’t Be A .Rabbit

Craig and Bondietti
Fill Union Position

ROY ROLEN’S
MOBILE SERVICE
(Former Spartan)
9TH & SANTA CLARA BAL. 8442

Stvdents Bruce Craig and Vic
Boncnetti have been chosen directors of the Student Union for the
remainder of this quarter, Dean
Helen Dimnick announced.
The students will fill the vacancy left by the resignation of H.
A. Smith.
- ----CLASSIFIEDS ADS
WANTED
WANTED: Standard Typewriter. Call Col. 9013-W.
WANTED: Fiekl glasses, 8 power up. Contact James We-kbrew,
374 S. Sixth. Col. 3370-W after
5:30 p.m.

Let’s meet at the

5 SPOT
DRIVE-IN

Bowl for . . .
FAST, EFFICIENT
CAR SERVICE
Other Locations in
Campbaill and Los Gatos

ITALIAN FOOD

HEALTH

DELICIOUS
ITALIAN DINNERS
Featuring HOME-MADE RAVIOLI

at the home of

Spartan Bowlers

Come as you Er.
Week Days $1.25
Sunday and Holidays $1.50 & $1.75

THE FIVE SPOT

Men’s and Women’s P.E.
classes held here.

12 Lanes

Private Banquet Room
HOT FOOD TO TAKE OUT
Spaghetti. qt. 65c - Ravioli, qt. 75c
A quart of each feeds six

DRIVE-IN
869 SO. FIRST STREET
San Jose

Open from 10 A.M.
FOUNTAIN & LUNCH
Fred -Duffy- Paiva, Mgr.
We feature a full line of
Bowling B11 Bags and Shoes

THE ITALIAN
RESTAURANT
DRIVE-IN Theatre
FRI. SAT. George Raft in

Evelyn McCurdy might be saying "a woman’s work is never
done" as she slices a carrot in
preparation for a mythical meal.
Feed the carrot to your favorite
rabbit instead, and treat your
little lady to professionally prepared repasts advertised on
these pages.
Photo by Hasse.

"INTRIGUE"
--also-Frank Buck’s
"BRING ’EM BACK ALIVE"
SUN.-MON.Joan Fontaine, James Stewart

"YOU GOTTA
STAY HAPPY"

-Don’t Argue!

-plusCameron Mitchell
"LEATHER GLOVES"

The NAPOLI

-Show Starts at Dusk Gish Road and Oakland Highway

SERVES GOOD FOOD
Columbia 5403
Firsf St.
So.
950

STARTS
SUNDAY
Th. Academy
Award
Winner!

All. SEATS
RESERVED!

Tickets Now On Sale!
ARTHUR RANK
ENTERPRISE

LAURENCE

amite

OUVIER

PADRE THEATER
PHONE BALLARD 101

VILIJAM SHAKESPEARE
STUDENT PRICE - $1 00
For Weekday Matins
Twice Daily: 2:30, 8:30. 3 Shows
Sunday: 2:30. 530. 8:30. Prices:
Eves., $1.20, LSO. 2.40. Matinees:
$1.20, 1.50, LSO (inc. tax).

"Quality Achieved Through Intelligent Effort"

IPP7ZA PALACE
OPEN EASTER SUNDAY

$ .50
.65
1.00

SPAGHETTI
PIZZA
RAVIOLI

10 A.M. to I A.M.
Closed Wednesday

Corner of
First and Willow

THE ESQUIRE DEN
tt,

JOSE BOWL

Open I I :30 a.m.-9 p.m. Closed Wed.
Downstairs
175 San Augustine St.

SAN JOSE

DOUGH LOW?
Beach and Brew cutting down your
tummy fund?
Eatin-10,’

Save geetus on Neat
off on

student meal

tickets at . . .

Classified Ads

Bal. 8423

Have your next organization
dinner at . . .

FOR SALE
NASH, 1936, FOUR DOOR SEDAN: Heater, $300. Office No. B62. 301 S. Fifth street, Apt. 5,
Phone Col. 4297-M.
FOR SALE:
’1947 Chevrolet
Aero. $1595. Address R box in
coop.
FOR SALE: 1937 Ford 4-door
sedan, A-1 condition, $325. Contact
R box in coop. J. Rosenberg.
1941 FORD CLB. CPE. Excel.
condition. Many extras. You name
the price. Phone Whitecliff 8-2206.
1938 PACKARD "6" CONV. I
made a good buy on a newer car.
here’s your chance. Radio and
heater, good top and good condition throughout. Very recently overhauled and just reduced from
$575 to $525. Call Col. 2753-J or
see at 71 N. Fifth.
MOTOR SCOOTER FOR SALE:
$125. Clean. Good shape. Dark
blue. New chain and tires. Call
Bal. 412-J-1.
SACRIFICE: 1940 Mere. convertible, $800. Owner going abroad,
will make offer. Bal. 6411-R.
?OR SALE: Late ’47 (October)
Chevrolet convertible, 11,000 miles.
Grey, black top, sidewalli, heater,
remote control radio, spotlight,
fog lights, undersea], windshield
washers. Like new in and out.
Must sell. Phone Col. 3900-R.
FOR SALE: ’42 Olds ifydrarnatic, radio and heater. Good shape.
$1050. Phone Col. 2041-W.
LATE MODEL STANDARD
ROYAL TYPEWRITER: For $75.1
Phone Bal. 2528-W. 10-12 and 3-5.
FOR SALE: More than a complete set of German drafting tools.
Good condition. Phone Bal. 99.
LOST
LOST: Bulova wrist watch on
San Carlos turf on Thursday. Return to Information office. Reward
MISCELLANEOUS
SAVE ON CLOTHING COSTS:
Fine used clothes. Tuxedoes and
formals. Men and women’s suits,
sportcoats, dresses and ’children’s
wear. All excellent condition. Will
also sell on consignment. Better
Used Garment Shoppe, 42 E. William, Col. 9970-W.

"KNOWN FOR GOOD FOOD"
17 E. Santa Clara St.

YOU TRIED PIZZA YET?
Delicious . . . Appetizing . . . Different
EVAHI

A Famous Italian Delicacy

People hate those who make
them feel their own lnferority.
-Chesterfield.

San Jose’s One and Only

Come to

PIZZERIA NAPOLITANO
CHOICE AMERICAN and ITALIAN DINNERS
292 South Weibel Street

Columbia 2443

NOW OPEN

GOLFETTE
"MINIATURE GOLF AT ITS BEST"
It’s Fun !
It’s Different !

I

Mon. -Sat.-7-11 p.m.
Sunday-1-11 p.m.

18 HOLES - 30c
Located 1/2 mile South of Mt. View on El Camino

DANa at ADOBE r;

111

AL FERGUSON s 44IS ORGIESTRA

Friday Nite--Clyde Appleby & His Orchestra--90c
Saturday Nite-Garry Nottingham & His Orchestra -$1.20
Sunday Nite-Clyde Appleby & His Orchestra-90c
(Dancing starts at 8:30 on Friday & Saturday, 6:30 Sunday)

ALL DAYOUTIN6, oiccuo/s6 PICNICKING,
5WIMIAIN6,1310KIN6:
1411,41,1T

PAt $12P, SAT.

SOW.

WAIMAN.,

Adobe Creek
IMI

36 W. SAN FERNANDO

172 W. Santa Clara

POOIMIIII

OF

t LOS ALTOS

floLIPAYS Ift*

SJS Trackmen Tackle Indians
CARDS HEAVY FAVORITES STATE GYMNASTS State Niue Loses To Dons, 5-2,
OVER STATE TOMORROW ENTER NCAA MEET Pinkish Tomonvw In Stadium
By CARL UNDERWOOD
A bend of San Jose State tracimen are venturing into Indian
territory tomorrow, and between the hours of 1:45 and 4:00 in the
’Stanford football stadium, wiN probably receive the most thorough’
scalping since Bud Winter became the Spartan coach in 1942. Stanford, who appears to have a squad which rates an outside chance of
%%nipping the University of Southern t’unroretts powerttouse this

San Jose State’s chances of doing any heavy scoring in the NCAA gymnastics meet in Berkeley
teaay and tomorrow took a decided drop yesterdar when star high
bar man, Tom Humphrey, hurt his
hand in practice.

Humpltrey, who Along with paryear, has already rolled over (hiltallel bar Mart Dick Brown comfordia, 40-20, College of Paciffe,
poses Sart Jose’s entry in the nationals, is rated one of the top
101-29, and IT.C.L.A., 74-57. San
..r?)
high bar men on the coast and was
Jose also boards an undefeated record, but has met weaker oppan
1;;. a definite contender for scoring
cabs defeating the Olympic Club,
honors. He is still entered ht the
competition, however, and his
68-83, San Diego State, 801,4-803’z.
coach, Ted Mumby, feels that he
and) Santa Barbara, 116-42.
Will place very high if his hand
little Chance of *Upset
holds oat. .
-Coach Winter has been horfing
his team might postribly take the
A elowd of 6,060 la expected to
part of David against the Stanford
witneee tilt events.
Goliath; but injuries to tieVertilltay
med hive all but ruled Out the
possibility Of a win.
The only events San Jose seems
Fratat tracksters will be pointaura of winning are thr
ing the tritir second victory of the
whore Woody Lars *Noun easily
outclass the /geld; the pole vault.
season today, when they meet
with George Mattos who recently
Menlo and Placer junior colleges
set a new school record of 13 ft
at Menlo at 3:30 p.m.
101S In., lea alms the Way; and Nab
anothMartin.
Wel
Jump in widen
Warren Eisenberg, who has four
er record htdder (6 ft. 8 7-18 in.)
Ronie Maire, top Spartan broad sprint victories to his credit, is exrates an edge. Martin, however, juniper.
pected to pace the Spartan babes.
haw been Suffering from Alba.’
spume (sore legs) and will tie
pressed by Stanford’s’ Gay Bryan
ft. 5 In.
beat leap Is
The Spartans- ale rate an edge’ .
in the 100, although once again’
Bryan (9.8) should give Bobby
Crowe )9.7; who has not been able
MileSan Jose 4, Stanford 5.
to practice because of sore legs, a
battle. Crowe and Steve O’Meara,
Al Lyons Is): 4:20.4 great improvement.
whose bad case ol_paison oak
Dore Purdy iSJ), 4:31.0-- shoUld press foe.
won’t help him any, are doped to
Seward Chapman SJ t, 4:34.0s good for show spot.
trail the same Bryan in the 220 as
the Stanford flash sped through
440--San Jose 3, Stanford 6.
the furlong in 21.0 last Week.
Larry Hoff S ), 48.3 looks like stoo in.
Fred Nlangini (SJ ), 49.9 will have to move.
Pitch Johnson iS), 48.6 -may take second:
San Jose students will be admitted to the Spartan -Stanford
120 HHSan Jose 1, Stanford 8.
meet free of charge an presenDawning McKee (S), 14.7plenty of class.
tation of student body cards.
Del Russell (S), 14.7on m*te’s heels.
General admission is 81.20.
Jaek Patarey (SJ, 14.9has sore leg.

*esti Treeksinert

wh...

spartun Possibilities
From this corner we’d say San
Jose rates outside chances in the
mile, two nit],’. 440, and relay. The
Indians, however, will probably
pile up firsts in all these events,
and Isie top 5150 in the 880, both
hurdles, broad jump, shot put and
javelin all but sewed. up.
Spartan distance man DOI"’ Purdy has shown great improvement
I)i late and may give Al Lyons
his
ey’s worth In both the mile
and two mile. Potentially San
Jose); quarter infirm Fred Mangini, Stu Inman, Bob Herrick, and
possibly Crowe In the relay, can
mateh the Cards, hot Caleb atelk
Weierhouser’s 440 men seem to be
In far better shape at present.
Gay Bryan may prove to be
the difference between the two
teams himself, as Weterhouser
plans to enter him in no le m than
five events. Unless he breaks down
under the task, three Mats and a
pair of seconds seem certainties.

SAN

JOSE-STANFORD DOPE SHEET

83 -48 Win Seen for Cards

890 -San Jose 1, Stanford S.
Drew Terramorse IS I, 1:56.6-- improving weekly.
George Mooers
1:56,.0 good for a place.
Ilank Plymire 15.1), 2:00.0 top Spartan.
100 San Jose 6, Stanford 3.
Boh Crowe I Si ), 9.7 top race last week.
Gay Bryan IS), 9.8 new at century.,
Steve O’Meara ISJ), 9,9 best race is 220.
2?0San Jose 4, Stanford 5.
Guy Bryan (5), 21.0terrific last week.
Bob Crowe (sJ), 21.8Improving rapidly.
Steve O’Meara (SJ). 21.5pitison oak may slow.
2-Mile--San Jose 3, Stanford 6.
Al Lyons tS) 9:46.0 mile could tire him.
Dore Purdy (Si), 9:58.0- not too strong.
Jose RFIVI (g), 9:59.0- a real plodder.
220 I,H -San Jose 3, Stanford 6.
Gay Bryan (5), 23.4 iron man again.
Walt Lumpkin (SJ I 24.2 improving steadily.
Bob Bryan IS), 23.9 - -could take second.
High JumpSalt Jose 6, Stanford 3.
Mel
hihIi <8;n$ 6’ 6V1"holthi 8d record.
Gay Bryan (S), 6’ 5"don’t boat ont.
Ivan Bland (SJ), 6’ 2"Injured meanly.
Broad Jump- San Jose 3, Stanford 8.
Gay Bryan (S),
5"- -best in US.
Ronnie Mitre (Si), 23’ 3"better each week.
Fred Fabk (S), 22’ 11"--ieg bothers him.
Poi(’ Vault- San Jose 6, Stantbrd 3.
George Mattos ISJ), 13’ 104"out tb hit 14’.
Don Campbell (S), 13’ 0"- -inconsistent.
Bud Hamilton (SJ), 12’ 6" ---must be at best.

San Jose State’s gray spangled
baseballers dropped a 5 to 2 decision to the University of San
Francisco Dons last night before
a partisan crowd in the San Jose
Municipal Stadium.
John Shields, hilltop hurler,
scattered five hitt and shut Ate
locals out in all but two frames.
He strut* out nine Spartans and
walked only three. Both State
runs were unearned.
Pete Mehl, Spartan hurler, fanned nine men also; and limited the
opposition to five billittes. Three
of the visitors’ rtlits were unearned.
Toni Okagakl and Earl Wright
scored fhe State Allis, and base
hit% were garnered by Okagatki,
Wright, Dean Giles, Bob Vkitreet!toff, and Will Concklin.
000 110 030- -5 5 3
U.S.F.
SJS
000 110 000- 2 5 2
Shields and Matteicel; Mesa and
Fisher.

SWIMMERS VIE
WITH CAI POI.Y
Spartan varsity swilitiners will
be seekhlfg their fifth win HI steel-)
starts When they fare the Cat Poly
Mustangs tomorrow afternoon at
San Lula Obispe. In their Mat Contest against the Mtistange, the
Ralph Romero, Spartan hurler,
Spartans came ollt on top by only who will pitch tomorrow night
three points here in their own against the College of Idaho.
pool. Therefore, the Cal Poly
swimmers are considered doubly
dangerous in their own back yard. Lopes, and Will Concklin in the
infield, and Bob Wuesthoff, Earl
Making the trip to the southern Wright and Mel Stein in the outer
city for the local varsity are: Wal- garden.
ly Holman, backstroke; Earl GuisIdaho’s starting lineup is: Reid
ness. 220 yards; Norm Keeler, 50. Taylor, first base, Bob Ferguson,
yard sprinter; Captain Pat Mc- second base, Dave Hawk, shortConnell and Bob Edminister, both stop, Bob Lee, third base, John
divers.
Downer, left field,
Glen Ward,
The freshmen ’meet Tulare high center field, and Calvin Farley,
school there Friday afternoon. Af- right field.
ter that meet some of the frosh
will travel to San Luis Obispo to
The Original
augment the varsity strength.
These men serving double duty
are: Dick Lebedeff, back stroke;
George Sheets, breast stroke, and
Jim Sage, relv.

SOFTBALL SIGNUP DUE MONDAY
Monday at 4:00 p.m. is the deadline for teams to register in the
intramural softball league, announced Ted Mumby, league director. Entry forms can be obtained
in Coach Mumby’s office. Each entering team must pay an entry fee
of $1.50.
No players who are signed up
for varsity or frosh baseball are
eligible to play in the tournament
emphasized Coach Mumby. The
various leagues and the schedule
will be drawn up Monday after registration. A fraternity league
may be formed as it was during
the basketball tournament if enough teams are interested.
Gold medals will be awarded to
the 12 members of the winning
squad and silver ones to the 12
members of the second place team.

PAR PHOTO
SERVICE
Photo Supplies - Finishing
61 E. Sotto Gars Strew*

Shot Put.San Jose 0, Stanford 9.
Otis Chandler, (5),118’ 3-4"after world mark.
Lew DAVIS (S), 5312"easy second.
Norm Notirse (5), 50’ 3"where’s Woody?

LOUNGE DRAPES made to order
in FORSTMANN FLANNEL

Relay- San Jose 0, Stanford 5.
Stanford (Bly, Andrews, Johnson, Hoff), 3.16.4---big edge.
TOTALS---San Jose 48. Stanford 83.
-

Nate Snider

so;

Almaden Col. 7151-J

for

All

Occasions

HARDINGS’S
At Park and Cleaves
One

Block
West
of
Marlys
1111.11111111MIMMINIMMonso

ANDREE’S
Ranchburger!!
Hamburger on a
French bun with
French fried
Potatoes.

Discus San Jose 5, Stanford 4.
Woody Linn 1531, 158 9" here he is.
Stove McKee 151, 144’ 6- -not up to best.
Otis Chandler IS), 145’-- doubling here.
JavelinSan Jose 3, Stanford 6)
Bud Held (S), 226’ 4"- --7INICAA champ.
Boyd Porch (SJ), 196’ 2" may hit 200’.
Mike Durkett (5), 155"3"easy show spot.

Ralph Romero will go to the
mound tomorrow night for the
Spartan baSeballers air they take
the field against College of Idaho
in the confines of the Municipal
Stadium at 8 o’clock.
Receiving the. slants of Romero
will be Dale Fisher, erstwhile
catching prospect who is battling
with Pete Denevi and Dave McCarty for this position.
Coach Walt Williams is expected to field his usual combination
of Dean Giles, Tom Okagaki, Don

TYPEWRITERS
to rent - a few
new portables - STUDENT RATE $4 A
Kennedy Business
ea .
% E. San Fernando
Col. 10197

GRAND!!!

Andree’s Drive-In
SAN CARLOS A ALMADEN

,eiesseeieetallefintellett

Registration Opens
For Counseling Jobs
In Summer Camps

Any girls interested in camp
counseling in summer camps, both
private and organizational, are
urged to register and make appointments for interviews with
Mrs. Lenore Luedernann in the
Women’s gym office.
Camp directors will be on campus all of next week to’ interview
interested girls, the department
announced.
Miss Dorothy Dawson of the
Vallejo Camp Fire Girls will inprospective counselors
terview
Monday for Gold follow camp in
the Mother Lode country.

Civil Service Tests
To Be Given Soon
The Civil Service has announced
examinations for teacher and
teacher -adviser, to fill positions
in the Bureau of Indian Affairs,
Department of the Interior. Exams for cartographic aid and cartographer will also be given.
Salaries for teacher positions
range from $2,498 to S3,351 a year.
Pay for teacher -adviser positions
is $2,724 to $2,927. No written test
is required of competitors for
these positions.
Salaries for cartographic aids
range from $2,152 to $3,727 a year
and for cartographers from $4,479
Ii) $7,432. Most of these vacancies
are in Washington, D.C., and vicinity. No written test is required.

Hey, Fellows and Girls

4 off per gal.
on Ethyl
SERVICE TOO ! !

Spartan Service
3rd and San (.1.-arlos

Friday, April 15, 1969

SPARTAN DAILY
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WSSF Plans
European To r
U

The World Student Service fund, in cooperation with International Student Service, will sponsor at least four study tours in Europe this year, and may add more, according to a schedule just
received from the national headquarters for WSSF in New York.
Tours which have already been arranged will cover England, Italy,

Student ’Y’ Plans
May Day Breakfast
Plans for the annual May Day
breakfast, sponsored by the Student Y, are complete, according to
Mary Kelly, chairman of the corn mittee in charge of the traditional
event.
The breakfast will be held in
Alexander Hall, YMCA. at 7:45 a.
m., May 1, said Miss Kelly. Tickets may be purchased for 75c at
the Student Y, 220 S. Seventh
street, or from college church
youth groups.
Special speaker at the breakfast will he Dr. Harry Rathbun,
professor of law at Stanford university. Dr. Rathbun is adviser to
the newly -formed group; "Students Concerned." lie originated
the Sequoia summer seminars held
at Asilomar, where he led discussions in the study and teachings
of Christ.

Announcements

Denmark, 1’111111nd, France and
Switzerland. T he re will be 20
members in each group including
14 Americans ami 6 students from
the host country.

IDP Honor Society
Installs Officers
At first Meeting

Waldo Willigms was elected
president of Phi Eta Sigma at
the Tuesday evening meeting of
Iota Delta Phi, French Honor the freshman honor society.
society, held its first meeting of
Other officers elected are: Dale
the quarter Tuesday evening at Uriu, vice president; David Boom,
the home of Catherine Anderson. treasurer; Don Dierkes, secretary;
and Robert ThompsOn, historian.
Newly installed officers were
Dick Hoffman was appointed pubBill Adams, president; Nadine licity
director, and the club receivDouglass, vice president; Carolyn ed its new senior adviser, Fred SeHackman, secretary; Elise Rosen- vern.
berg, treasurer, according to Orden Ichinaga, reporter -historian.
BUY SAVINGS BONDS

The meeting was highlighted by
i a talk on French customs in Canada given by Maurice Farr, recently returned from the 17niversHy of Laval, Quebec.

SELF -SERVE

Parr had been a member of the
Tours will last 20 to 30 days.
Expenses will be held to an aver- society before he went to Canada.
age of $4 a day, exclusive of ocean Ile received a "welcome home"
cake from the group. related Mrs.
transportation costs.
Barbara J. Butler, secretary in
Each group will be concerned the Modern Language office.
with a particular field of study in
Social activities for the new
the countries visited Subjects coquarter include a pot -luck dinner
vered will be British local governto be held at Alum Rock park
ment, Italian schools of painting,.
Monday, at 7 p.m.
Scandinavian democracies, a n d
Ichinaga urges all members to
French post-war economic develattend this function.
o pm e nt .
Marsh Pitman, local WSSF
chairman, said yesterday that the
tours would be an excellent way
for students to contribute something concrete to world understanding. He urged San Jose State
college studewIs interested in the
project to contact WSSF national
headquarters in New York.

Spartan Daily

Gates Wins Award
"Figure Composition," a wood
sculpture by Mr. Wendell N.
Gates, Art instructor at San Jose
State college, has been awarded
honorable mention in the 1949 exhibition of oil paintings and sculpture at the Oakland Art gallery.
Awards are determined by the
vote of visiting artists at the gallery.

SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE
VARSITY TRACK SQUAD: Ice
cream feed, tonight., 7:30; Varsity
latersel as second class maw Awn g,
1514, at San Jews. Celitonsie. rosier Me
mess hall, 162 S. Seventh street. I act
of March 3, INN.
Varsity trackmcn only.
Full leased wins service of United Press.
Press of file Globe Printing Company
ACADEMIC SCHOLARS: Slides
1446 South Finrf Street Sea Jose, California
of Mexico to be shown by Dr.
California Newspaper Publishers’
Member,
Newby, Monday, April 18, 7:30 p.
Associallon
A-1.
m., room
DELTA THETA OMEGA: Members and invited guests smoker,
Fraternity house, 7:30, tonight.
SEEKERS: Cabinet meeting at
Cliff Johns tonight, 7:30. All cabinet members please be present.

And a Refreshing Pause
Helps You Get There, Too

Waldo Williams
Elected PES Prexy

OPEN T DAYS A WEEK
MONEY BACK GUARANTEED

DIVIDEND El Pren. (AS

DIVIDEND
SERVICE

141 SCI.THIRD ST.

FREE DELIVERY ON 2 DOZEN OR MORE

PIPER’S POTATO DONUTS
SIX DELICIOUS VARIETIESColumbia 6979-W
Ave.
Park
252

’Rugged Moccasin The
Gillie Tie!

Anew

rugged

version of

the aid

Campus favorite

moccasin toe oxford. Ghillie tie last with heavy
rawhide

lacings.

crepe soles.

AUMOIWIT OP VW COCA-COLA COMPANY SY
aorrtfo
THE COCA-COLA sovvoso COMPANY or CALIF.
.
SAN JOCK, CALIFORNIA
0 190. The Cow-Colo Cows’,

Made by

Barclay with

sturdy

Comes In antique copper color.

Keyes, away linows ill& cal)1t?us!
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Handbook Gives
Future Job Info
By JOHN CARTWRIGHT
Many of the jobs which interest college people todaysuch as
airplane pilot, airline hostess, newspaper reporter, radio announcer,
FBI agent, personnel worker and Diesel mechanicwill be relatively
hard to find during the next several years, according to the
Occupational Outlook Handbook.
The handbook, prepared for the
Veterans Administration by the
Bureau of Labor Statistics of the
U.S. Department of Labor, is op-k
timistic for an endless variety of
ranging from
other occupations
physician, teacher, and librarian
to stenographer, automobile mechanic, and foundry worker.

SpinneesiO Portray MexiCan Style Love Making Today
The Mexican dance, "Jesucita,"
and the Mexican Waltz will be ,
spun by the Spartan Spinners today at 12:30 in the Inner Quad
in observation of Pan Ameracan!
Day.

According to Jack Qokien, publicity direttor tor the ’’Spinners,"
the Mexican Waltz attempts to
portray the "way.4n which Mexicans make love."
Golden stated that the dancers

,ytill nu attired in modern Mexican garb and will dance about to
minutes. Music will be furnished
by records.
Illt4 SAVINGS BONDISt

EASTER’S in full bloom
When you shower your number one spring

jobs with ease for at least several
years.

romance with a magnificent boquet of

Office Work Good

our garden fresh flowers . . . any kind

Secretaries and stenographers:
’Well -trained workers will find
good employment prospects in the
immediate future. Long-run employment trend is upward. Openings now exist for bookkeeping
clerks and machine operators, although keen competition is probable in the long run.

you want. Students receive special rates
on Easter corsages boxed attractively in

The 454 -page illustrated handbook, containing complete reports
cellophane.
on 288 occupations by which
Aniericans earn their living s,
brings together for the first time
in one volume an extensive comIn preparing
Occupational
pilation of outlook information on
ock,
the Bureau of
jobs that range from the profes- out!** Han
Labor Statistics worked with
sions to farming.
nearly 3,000 trade associations,
234
unions, private employers and
Airlines Crowded
other groups. The handbook, four
The field of airline pilots is years in the making, will be reovercrowded, and "only the most vised each year.
highly experienced and qualified
men are likely to get jobs for
some years," the handbook says.
It adds, "The increased size and
speed of new planes permit given
volumes of traffic to be handled
by fewer planes and pilots."
COME ON, LARRY/ YOU HAVE TO BE
PHOTOGRAPHED. YOU’RE PICKED TO A,
Although each year sees some
ESCORT DOLLY DARE, THE HOLLY(
openings for qualified airline hostWOOD HETAIRA. OUR CHOSEN
states
*that
esses. the handbook
IMAGIN
PROM-QUEEN
"considerable competition" exists
PICKING
THIS BIG
. for the jobs. It predicts that niJERK TO
ti
gh employment of airline
GO WITH
hostesses will rise, the total numPHOTOGENIC TRINITROber of jobs will continue to be
TOLUOL LIKE DOLLY! SHE’S
relatively small.
ASKED FOR A PICTURE OF
HIM AND LOOK’
The newspaper reporting field
is "somewhat overcrowded at present." says the Occupational Outlook Handbook. "In the long run,
opportunities in newsKper work
will probably continue to be limited, hut some expansion in related
fields is expected.

HOUSE OF FLOWERS
South Second Street

JOHNNY

C

petition Keen

A good many openings for radio
announcers will occur in the near
future, but competition "is likely
to be keen, particularly in large
cities." the handbook states. It
advises newcomers to apply for
jobs with small stations.
Prospective FBI agents will
have a difficult time entering the
field; for, according to the publication, there are more job-seekers
than openings. "Some few openings are in prospect" for federal
police and detectives, it adds.

Nl

ILT JOHNNY’S RIGHT, BOW
PHIUP MORRIS Is
THE Q.6Le CIGARETTE
PROVED DEFINITELV
LESS IRRITATING!

WE PICKED A
SARTORIAL
TREAT FOR
DOLLY, 815
FELLA

LIFTS LARRY TO OLYMPIAN
DELIGHTS WITH A CINEMATIC mad
I’D GIVE MY CHIAROSCURO
JACKET TO HAVE MY
PICTURE SENT TO ’THIS
LULU AND YOU SULK!

0-01 SOUNDS LIKE
CIOARETTS HANGOVER!

NOTICE THE BRIGHT NEW
STRIPES IN HIS
DISPOSMON

ALL RIGHT MEN,-I’LL
GIVE IT A WHIRL!

The personnel field is "over
crowed at present," according te
the handbook. "Long-run employment trend is slowly upward, but
keen competition for entry jobs
is likely to continue for several
years.

the This. Words YAM Tonga le Meld
(Plea to too OHS every wog!)

Although the use of Diesel engines has increased since the war,
the handbook sees "greatly limited" employment opportunities for
new workers or those who have
only specialized Diesel engine
training. It explains that companies changing to Diesel engines
usually assign experienced mechanics, already on the payroll,
to serve the equipment, giving
them necessary re-training.
Outlook Bright
On the brighter side, the handbook says that good employment
opportunities can be found for the
next several years in the following fields:
Physicians: Opportunities are
excellent for those who can gain
admission to medical school. The
need for doctors is greatest in
rural areas.
Teachers: Best opportunities are
for kindergarten and elementary’
school teacher s. Shortages at
those levels are expected to continue for a longer period than at
higher grade levels.
Librarians: Immediate employment opportunities. are "v cry
good" for professionally trained
Persons. New entrants should find

SMOKING AND STUDYING SO
HARD HAVE LEFT ME
PEDICULOUS.1 HAVENT THE
VILLSITY ID OGLE THE
QUEEN OF SHEBA

#eter

Afoa/

awe** Ovelke

Behind our playful ptbt, our intentions are serious: we want
you to discover for yourself the welcome DIFFERENCE in
cigarettes that PHILIP MORRIS can bring you.
Established PROOF of that difference is too extensive to be

detailed herebut pre-medical and chemistry students, who
will be especially interested can get it in published form

CHIAROSCURO (k.’i-.r-o-skei-es) A pottera
light end sheik.
CIGAItItTI HANGOVIR(to be voldepored, mover
pronounced). Mot stole, enusioil-out torte, that
tight, dry foolios is pow throat Are to eaeohisol.
CINIAIATIC NOM (ost-reto) Is sheet Wow.
sows Aim stow.
HITAIRA (hest.ollr-.h)
A pley-ohl (easiest
Greek type).
INCANDESCENTClienviog.
PSDOCVLOUS (p4141(-4e4tos) Suriethrood.
PTTHIAN
Ottoseods from Pythias.
fornove Meted.
SARTORIAL (ear-tir-yal) As of a sooppy est
of threads.
TRINITROTOLUOt
T.H.T.
VILLEITY (vol-lacy-it.o)A
aoloolotre wish.
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FREE, by writing our Research Dept., Philip Morris Co.,
119 Fifth Ave., N. Y.
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